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1. A survey of development of the GUHA method
“GUHA” is the acronym for General Unary Hypotheses Automaton. The idea of the method is: given data, let the computer
generate all (or as much as possible) interesting hypotheses of a given logical form that are supported by the data. This idea
was elaborated by M. Chytil and P. Hájek in mid-sixties of the last century, the ﬁrst paper in English being [16]. The
approach was as follows: Data to be processed form a rectangular matrix of zeros and ones, rows corresponding to objects
and columns to attributes (properties). Let P1, . . . , Pn be names of the attributes. For each attribute Pi , ¬Pi is the name of
its negation. An elementary conjunction of length k (1 k n) is a conjunction of k literals in which each predicate occurs
at most once, e.g. ¬P3, P1 & ¬P3 & P7; similarly an elementary disjunction (e.g. P1 ∨ ¬P3 ∨ P7). An object satisﬁes an
elementary conjunction if it satisﬁes all its members; it satisﬁes an elementary disjunction if it satisﬁes at least one of its
members.
Let 0 p  1. A formula A ⇒p S where A is an elementary conjunction (antecedent) and S is an elementary disjunction
(succedent) is true in the data if at least 100p percent of objects satisfying A satisﬁes S , i.e. a/r  p where r is the number
of objects satisfying A and a is the number of objects satisfying both A and S . The antecedent A is t-good (where t is a
natural number) if at least t objects satisfy it. The version of GUHA described in [16] systematically generates “strongest”
true formulas A ⇒p S with a t-good antecedent, notation: A ⇒p,t S . (Details omitted; “strongest” refers to a notion of a
logical rule of immediate consequence among formulas of our form.) See also [2].
The reader easily recognizes similarity with the notion of an “associational rule with support and conﬁdence” introduced
by Agrawal [1] about 25 years later: his A and S are elementary conjunctions containing no negation, p is the conﬁdence
and support is t/m, where m is the number of all objects in the data.
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the antecedent satisfy the succedent (and the number of objects satisfying the antecedent is not too small).” It is stressed
that the found results are formulas true in the data and they are hypotheses from the point of view of a universe from
which the data are a sample. The slogan has been “GUHA offers everything interesting” (all hypotheses of the given form
true in the data). The ﬁrst implementation (by I. Havel) worked on a computer MINSK22.
In 1968 Hájek (in a paper in Czech) suggested a different version based on the statistical Fisher test. Given A and S
(now two elementary conjunctions with no predicates in common), let a,b, c,d be the numbers of objects satisfying A & B ,
A & ¬B, ¬A & B and ¬A & ¬B respectively (well-known “four fold table” with rows (a,b) and (c,d)). Given a small
positive number σ , we say that S is signiﬁcantly relatively more frequented in A than in ¬A if ad > bc and the Fisher statistic
(a,b, c,d) is  σ . (The formula for  is now not much important, it is a statistic for the test of positive dependence
between A and S — the conditional probability of S given A is bigger than the unconditional probability of S .) A program
for this version of GUHA was authored again by I. Havel.
Since 1970’s Tomáš Havránek, an expert in statistics, signiﬁcantly contributed to GUHA. In his [40,41] he developed a
statistical variant of the hypotheses of the form A ⇒p S — the formula veriﬁed in the data denoted A ⇒!p,α now corre-
sponds to a test that the conditional probability of S given A is at least p (on signiﬁcance level α). Hájek’s [18] introduces
generalized quantiﬁers into GUHA. The semantics of a quantiﬁer q (applicable to a pair A, S of formulas) is given by a func-
tion Tr(a,b, c,d) associating 1 or 0 the each four-fold table. The hypothesis q(A, S) (or if you prefer, (qx)(A(x), S(x))) is true
in the data if the four-fold table of A, S given by the data satisﬁes Tr(a,b, c,d) = 1. Clearly hypotheses discussed above are
particular cases. A quantiﬁer is associational if its Tr function is non-decreasing in a,d and non-increasing in b, c. (The Fisher
quantiﬁer can be shown to be associational.) A quantiﬁer is implicational if it is non-decreasing in a, non-increasing in b
and independent of c,d (for example the quantiﬁer ⇒p,t above, also Havránek’s statistical quantiﬁer).
The foundations of GUHA-style “data mining” are systematically presented in the monograph [20] by Hájek and
Havránek. Two kinds of logical calculi are introduced and studied — observational predicate calculi (monadic predicate
calculi with ﬁnite not necessarily two-valued models and generalized quantiﬁers with computable (recursive) semantics),
and theoretical calculi (modal monadic predicate calculi with Kripke-style semantics and probabilistic quantiﬁers). Statisti-
cal hypothesis testing and its use in GUHA is presented using these two logics and their relations. Foundations of a general
GUHA algorithm for generating hypotheses with some important associational and implicational quantiﬁers are elaborated.
(Note that the book is freely accessible on web, see [21].) See also [13,17,19,25,26,29,31,32,36,42,65,73,81,82,88].
There were new implementations applying the theoretical development, one in 1976 by I. Havel and J. Rauch (for IBM
370), another one in mid-eighties using a GCL control language by E. Tschernoster and ﬁrst implementation for personal
computers in nineties. A recent PC-implementation called GUHA+- is freely available on the address www.cs.cas.cz of the
Institute of computer science. Some of GUHA implementations enabled (and enable) processing data that are not two-valued
but allow ﬁnitely valued or just real valued attributes; also they allow processing data with some items missing. For the
system LISp-Miner and similar (implemented) systems generalizing GUHA see Section 2; for GUHA using fuzzy logic see
Section 3. For some related computer systems see [27,65,112,113]. For selected applications see [7,10,11,39,64,94,107,111].
See also survey papers [8,35] and special volumes [22,23].
In the rest of this section we shortly present some few theoretical results inspired by GUHA and concerning computa-
tional complexity. Here we assume that the reader knows the meaning of P and NP (the class of languages recognizable
deterministically/nondeterministically in polynomial time) and related notions of NP-completeness and co-NP-completeness.
First let us only mention old papers [66,67] by Pudlák and Springsteel with several rather non-trivial results from which
let us cite just one: Let M stand for a data matrix (two-valued); call an elementary disjunction positive if it contains no
negative literals. Such a disjunction is true in M if it is satisﬁed by all objects. (Note that ﬁnding true elementary disjunc-
tions is important for ﬁnding true hypotheses of the form A ⇒1 S (all objects satisfying A satisfy S), which is the form of
hypotheses of the very ﬁrst version of GUHA.) Now Pudlák and Springsteel show:
Theorem 1.1.
(1) The set of all pairs (M,k) such that M is a data matrix and there is a positive elementary disjunction of length  k true in M is
NP-complete.
(2) The set of all pairs (M,k) such that M is a data matrix and there is an arbitrary elementary disjunction of length k true in M is
deterministically decidable in the time 2log
2
.
Second, hypotheses of the form ϕi ∼ ψi where ∼ is a given generalized quantiﬁer are particular formal sentences (closed
formulas) and can be combined using connectives of the classical logic, giving a new sentence called a sentence in normal
form. Such a sentence is a tautology of the quantiﬁer ∼ if it is true in each data matrix (now again two-valued). It is an
implicational tautology if it is true in each data for any implicational quantiﬁer ∼; similarly for associational tautology and
K-tautology for any other class of quantiﬁers. Examples: the formula(
ϕ ∼Fishα ψ
)→ (ψ ∼Fishα ϕ),
where ∼Fishα is the Fisher quantiﬁer (with signiﬁcance α) is a tautology of this quantiﬁer (here → is the connective of
implication); the formula just says that Fisher quantiﬁer is symmetric.
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i.e. row i.e. attributes literals of attribute A1
ofM A1 A2 . . . A100 A1(1,2) ¬A100(6) A1[1] A1[2] A1[3]
o1 1 7 . . . 4 T T 1 0 0
o2 3 4 . . . 6 F F 0 0 1





























on 3 1 . . . 6 F F 0 0 1
Fig. 1. Data matrixM.
The formula[
(ϕ & p) ⇒ ξ]→ [ϕ ⇒ (ξ ∨ ¬p)]
is an implicational tautology. Tautologies can be used to deduce new hypotheses from hypotheses already found.
Theorem 1.2. (See [33,38].)
(1) The set of all formulas in normal form that are implicational tautologies is co-NP-complete.
(2) Analogously for associational tautologies.
This is proved by showing that the problem of satisﬁability of a given formula in normal form for some implicational
(associational) quantiﬁer is NP-complete. The proof uses results on fuzzy probability logic from [30] and [34]. Further results
on complexity related to GUHA are in [37].
2. Generalizing GUHA
This section introduces new features of GUHA developed at Faculty of Informatics and Statistics of University of Eco-
nomics in Prague (UEP for short). Development of these features is based namely on experience with implementation of
GUHA in 1976 (see Section 1) and on attempts to apply GUHA to data stored in databases. The implementation of GUHA
method does not use the very known apriori algorithm [1] but it is based on representation of analyzed data by suitable
strings of bits [70]. The bit string approach is used in all the above mentioned implementations of GUHA. It is also used in
new six GUHA procedures developed at UEP.
These procedures mine not only for associational rules introduced in Section 1 but also for variety of patterns based
on veriﬁcation of several types of contingency tables. The procedures are implemented in the academic software system
LISp-Miner (http://lispminer.vse.cz) developed since 1996 at UEP. Main features of this system are described in Section 2.1.
There are also new recent implementations of these six procedures. They use a visual interface inspired by the Clemen-
tine system (http://www.spss.com/clementine/). These procedures form the core of the Ferda software system that is now
developed also at UEP [53,55,68].
The effort to apply GUHA method to data stored in databases led to new theoretical results concerning observational
calculi; their overview is in Section 2.2. In addition, this effort led also to activities that are now called multi-relational data
mining; see Section 2.3. There are also several research activities related to the LISp-Miner system concerning integration
of GUHA method with various methods of knowledge and information engineering. Main features of these research are
introduced in Section 2.4.
2.1. LISp-Miner
The idea of the GUHA method is: given data, let the computer generate all (or as much as possible) interesting hypotheses
of a given logical form that are supported by the data; see Section 1. This idea is realized by GUHA-procedures. GUHA-
procedure is a computer program, the input of which consists of the analyzed data and of a simple deﬁnition of relevant
(i.e. potentially interesting) patterns. GUHA procedure automatically generates each particular relevant pattern (with some
optimizations) and tests if it is true in the analyzed data. The output of the procedure consists of all prime patterns. The
pattern is prime if it is true in the analyzed data and if it does not immediately follow from the other more simple output
patterns [20].
All six GUHA procedures implemented in the LISp-Miner system deal with data matrices. An example is data matrix M
in Fig. 1. Here we generalize the approach of Section 1 (working only with two-valued attributes — values 0,1) to ﬁnitely
valued attributes. We correspondingly generalize relevant notions, e.g. the notion of a literal.
Each row of data matrix corresponds to one observed object, each column corresponds to one attribute. Each attribute
has ﬁnite number of possible values called categories. Thus these attributes are called categorial attributes. Attributes A1 and
A100 are examples of categorial attributes.
Particular patterns concern categorial attributes, Boolean attributes or both. A Boolean attribute is built using logical con-
nectives from basic Boolean attributes. A basic Boolean attribute is the expression A(α) where α ⊂ {a1, . . .ak} and {a1, . . .ak}
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4ft(ϕ,ψ,M) KL(R,C,M) CF(R,M)
Fig. 2. Contingency tables 4ft(ϕ,ψ,M), KL(R,C,M) and CF(R,M).
is the set of all categories of the attribute A. A basic Boolean attribute A(α) is true in the row o of M if it is a ∈ α where
a is the value of the attribute A in row o. The set α is the coeﬃcient of the literal A(α). Expressions A1(1,2) and ¬A100(6)
are examples of literals, see Fig. 1.
All patterns are veriﬁed using contingency tables concerning corresponding attributes. There are three types of contin-
gency tables:
– 4ft-table 4ft(ϕ,ψ,M) of the Boolean attributes ϕ and ψ in M.
– KL-table KL(R,C,M) of the categorial attributes R and C in M.
– CF-table CF(R,M) of the categorial attribute R in M.
Examples of all these tables are in Fig. 2.
The 4ft-table 4ft(ϕ,ψ,M) is a quadruple 〈a,b, c,d〉 of natural numbers such that a is the number of rows of M satis-
fying both ϕ and ψ , b is the number of rows satisfying ϕ and not satisfying ψ , etc. Second, we suppose that the attribute
R has the categories r1, . . . , rK and that the attribute C has the categories c1, . . . , cL . The expression nk,l in the KL-table
KL(R,C,M) denotes the number of rows of the data matrix M for which the value of attribute R is rk and the value
of attribute C is cl . Third, the expression nk in the CF-table CF(R,M) = 〈n1, . . . ,nK 〉 denotes the number of rows in data
matrix M for which the value of attribute R is rk .
The computation of all contingency tables is based on representation of analyzed data by cards of categories. The card
of category is a string of bits. For example the attribute A1 of data matrix M in Fig. 1 has three categories {1,2,3}. It
means that the attribute A1 is represented by cards A1[1], A1[2], A1[3] of categories 1, 2, 3 respectively. The card A1[1] of
category 1 is the string of bits. Each row of data matrix M corresponds to one bit of the card A1[1]. There is “1” in the bit
corresponding to row oi if and only if there is the value 1 in row oi . In other words there is “1” in the ith bit of the card
A1[1] if and only if the basic Boolean attribute A1(1) is true in row oi . The same is true for other categories and attributes
see also Fig. 1.
Cards of categories are used both to build corresponding cards of Boolean attributes and to compute particular frequen-
cies from contingency tables. Card C(ϕ) of Boolean attribute ϕ is a string of bits. Each row of the data matrix corresponds
to one bit of C(ϕ). There is “1” in the ith bit if and only if ϕ is true in row oi . It is evident that C(ϕ ∧ ψ) = C(ϕ) ∧˙ C(ψ),
C(ϕ ∨ ψ) = C(ϕ) ∨˙ C(ψ) and C(¬ϕ) = ¬˙C(ϕ). Here C(ϕ) ∧˙ C(ψ) is a bit-wise conjunction of bit strings C(ϕ) and C(ψ),
analogously for ∨˙ and ¬˙. Moreover it is C(A1(1,2)) = A1[1] ∨˙ A1[2] for the basic Boolean attribute A1(1,2), etc.
It is important that the bit-wise Boolean operations ∧˙, ∨˙ and ¬˙ are carried out by very fast computer instructions.
Very fast computer instructions and some heuristics are also used to carry out a bit string function Count(ξ) returning
the number of values “1” in the bit string ξ . This function is used to compute all contingency tables. For more details see
[70,97,99,108].
There are six GUHA procedures implemented in the LISP-Miner system [84,85,98]: 4ft-Miner, KL-Miner, CF-Miner, SD4ft-
Miner, SDKL-Miner, and SDCF-Miner.
The procedure 4ft-Miner [83,97] is the enhanced procedure ASSOC [20,28]. The 4ft-Miner mines for association rules
ϕ ≈ ψ and for conditional association rules ϕ ≈ ψ/γ . The association rule ϕ ≈ ψ means that the Boolean attributes ϕ and
ψ are associated in the way given by the symbol ≈. This symbol is called 4ft-quantiﬁer. The 4ft-quantiﬁer is a special case
of the generalized quantiﬁer deﬁned in [20]. Its semantics is given by a function associating with each 4ft-table the truth
value 0 or 1.
The association rule ϕ ≈ ψ is true in the data matrix M if the condition corresponding to the 4ft-quantiﬁer ≈ is satisﬁed
in the 4ft-table 4ft(ϕ,ψ,M). The quantiﬁer ⇒p,t and the quantiﬁers motivated by the statistical hypothesis tests are
examples of 4ft-quantiﬁers. An additional example of the 4ft-quantiﬁer is the 4ft-quantiﬁer ∼+p,t of above average dependence.
It is deﬁned for 0 < p and t > 0 by the condition aa+b  (1 + p) a+ca+b+c+d ∧ a  t . This means that the relative frequency of
the objects satisfying ψ among the objects satisfying ϕ is at least 100p per cent higher than the relative frequency of the
objects satisfying ψ in the whole data matrix M and that there are at least t objects satisfying both ϕ and ψ . There are 17
types of the 4ft-quantiﬁers implemented in the 4ft-Miner procedure.
The procedure 4ft-Miner mines also for conditional association rules of the form ϕ ≈ ψ/γ . The conditional association rule
ϕ ≈ ψ/γ means that ϕ and ψ are in the relation given by the 4ft-quantiﬁer ≈ when the condition given by the Boolean
attribute γ is satisﬁed. The rule ϕ ≈ ψ/γ is true in the data matrix M if the condition corresponding to the 4ft-quantiﬁer
≈ is satisﬁed in the 4ft-table 4 f t(ϕ,ψ,M/γ ). The term M/γ denotes the data matrix consisting of all rows of data matrix
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〈0,0,0,0〉.)
The procedure KL-Miner [99] mines for KL-patterns R ∼ C/γ . The KL-pattern R ∼ C/γ means that the categorial at-
tributes R and C are in a relation given by the symbol ∼ when the condition given by the Boolean attribute γ is satisﬁed.
The symbol ∼ is called KL-quantiﬁer. A KL-quantiﬁer corresponds to a condition concerning the KL-table KL(R,C,M′) of the
categorial attributes R and C in the data matrix M′ in question. The KL-pattern R ∼ C/γ is true in the data matrix M if
the condition corresponding to ∼ is satisﬁed in the KL-table KL(R,C,M/γ ) of the categorial attributes R and C in the data
matrix M/γ . Experience with the procedure KL-Miner is described in [60,99].
The procedure CF-Miner [98] mines for CF-patterns of the form ∼ R/γ . A CF-pattern ∼ R/γ means that frequencies
of categories of attribute R satisfy the condition given by the symbol ∼ when an other condition given by the Boolean
attribute γ is satisﬁed. The symbol ∼ is called CF-quantiﬁer here. The CF-quantiﬁer corresponds to a condition concerning
the CF-table CF(R,M′) of the categorial attribute R in the data matrix M′ in question. The CF-pattern ∼ R/γ is true in the
data matrix M if the condition corresponding to ∼ is satisﬁed in the CF-table CF(R,M/γ ) of the categorial attribute R in
the data matrix M/γ . The procedure CF-Miner is mentioned in [87] under the name Pareto-Miner.
The procedure SD4ft-Miner [98] mines for SD4ft-patterns of the form α  β: ϕ ≈SD ψ/γ . Here α, β , γ , ϕ , and ψ
are Boolean attributes derived from the columns of analyzed data matrix M. The attributes α and β deﬁne two subsets
of rows. The attribute γ deﬁnes a condition. The attributes ϕ and ψ are antecedent and succedent of the association rule
ϕ ≈ ψ in question. The SD4ft-pattern α  β: ϕ ≈SD ψ/γ means that the subsets given by the Boolean attributes α and β
differ as for validity of association rule ϕ ≈ ψ when the condition given by the Boolean attribute γ is satisﬁed. A measure
of difference is deﬁned by the symbol ≈SD that is called SD4ft-quantiﬁer. The SD4ft-quantiﬁer corresponds to a condition
concerning two 4ft-tables 〈a,b, c,d〉 and 〈a′,b′, c′,d′〉. The SD4ft-pattern α  β: ϕ ≈SD ψ/γ is true in the data matrix M
if the condition corresponding to ≈SD is satisﬁed for the 4ft-tables 4ft(ϕ,ψ,M/(α ∧ γ )) and 4ft(ϕ,ψ,M/(β ∧ γ )). The
procedure SD4ft-Miner is a generalization of the procedure SDS-Miner [52]. Applications of the procedure SD4ft-Miner are
described in [3,100].
The procedures SDKL-Miner and SDCF-Miner [98] are derived from the procedures KL-Miner and CF-Miner respectively
in the similar way as the procedure SD4ft-Miner is derived from the procedure 4ft-Miner.
The input of the GUHA procedure generally consists of the analyzed data and of a simple deﬁnition of a large set of
relevant patterns. The analyzed data has the form of data matrix for all GUHA procedures implemented in the LISp-Miner
system. The set of relevant association rules ϕ ≈ ψ to be generated and veriﬁed by the procedure 4f-Miner is given by the
deﬁnition of the set Bϕ of relevant antecedents (i.e. set of Boolean attributes), the deﬁnition of the set Bψ of relevant succedents
and by the 4ft-quantiﬁer ≈. All rules ϕ ≈ ψ such that ϕ ∈ Bϕ and ψ ∈ Bψ are veriﬁed. The set of relevant conditional
association rules ϕ ≈ ψ/γ is deﬁned in a similar way by Bϕ , Bψ , Bγ and ≈ where Bγ is the set of relevant conditions. The
same is true what concerns the set of relevant SD4ft-patterns α  β: ϕ ≈SD ψ/γ that is deﬁned by Bϕ , Bψ , Bα , Bβ , Bγ
and by ≈SD. The set of KL-patterns R ∼ C/γ to be generated and veriﬁed by the KL-Miner procedure is deﬁned by the sets
AC , AR of categorial attributes, the set Bγ of Boolean attributes γ and by the KL-quantiﬁer ∼. All KL-patterns R ∼ C/γ
such that R ∈ AR , C ∈ AC and γ ∈ Bγ are tested. The sets of relevant patterns of the procedures CF-Miner, SDKL-Miner and
SDCF-Miner are deﬁned in a similar way.
All the Boolean attributes ϕ , ψ , α, β , and γ used in the GUHA procedures mentioned above are called Boolean cedents.
The categorial attributes R and C used in the procedures KL-Miner, CF-Miner, SDKL-Miner and SDCF-Miner are called cate-
gorial cedents, we also use the notion cedent to denote Boolean cedent or categorial cedent. Each of the sets Bϕ , Bψ , Bα , Bβ ,
Bγ is called set of relevant Boolean cedents. The sets AC and AR are sets of relevant categorial cedents. Each set A of relevant
categorial cedents is deﬁned by a list A1, . . . , AK of categorial attributes [99].
There are very ﬁne possibilities how to deﬁne the set of Boolean cedents [97]. A precise description of all details is out of
the scope of this paper, we only informally outline the deﬁnition of the set Bϕ of relevant antecedents, the additional sets
of relevant Boolean cedents are deﬁned in the same way. The notion of partial cedent is used to deﬁne the sets of relevant
cedents. Each antecedent ϕ is the conjunction
ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕk
where ϕ1,ϕ2, . . . , ϕk are partial cedents. Each ϕi is chosen from one set of relevant partial cedents. There is a restriction on
the minimal and maximal number of literals in the antecedent. Additionally, at most one literal created from one particular
attribute can occur in one particular cedent.
Each partial cedent is the conjunction λ1 ∧ · · · ∧ λk or the disjunction λ1 ∨ · · · ∨ λk of literals λ1, . . . , λk . Each set BP
of partial cedents is given by its type (i.e. conjunction or disjunction), by the minimal and maximal number of literals in
particular partial cedents and by the deﬁnitions L(A1), . . . ,L(AK ) of the sets of relevant literals to be created from the
attributes A1, . . . , AK respectively. The literals λ1, . . . , λk are chosen such that λ j ∈ L(Ai j ) for j = 1, . . . ,k. The core of
the deﬁnition of the set BP of partial cedents are deﬁnitions of sets of relevant coeﬃcients of literals in particular sets of
relevant literals. There are several types of coeﬃcients: subsets, intervals, cyclic intervals, cuts, right cuts, left cuts, and particular
category. There are also some additional features, e.g. classes of equivalence of literals [97].
There is an example of deﬁnition of the set of partial cedents Patients examination in Fig. 3. There are ﬁve at-
tributes in Fig. 3 — Weight, Height, Cholesterol, Triglycerides and Asthma. The attribute Weight has 82 categories, let us
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normal ∧ Vine(not) Blood ¬ Blood
Patient 31 2
¬ Patient 43 23
risc ∧ Vine(not) Blood ¬ Blood
Patient 31 32
¬ Patient 109 155
Fig. 4. 4ft-tables for normal  risk :Patient ⇒SD31,31,0.45 Blood/Vine (not).
note that they are 51,52, . . . ,132. The set L(Weight) of relevant literals to be created from the attribute Weight is de-
ﬁned using type of coeﬃcients Interval with length 10-10. It means that literals Weight〈51;60〉, Weight〈52;61〉, . . . ,
Weight〈122;131〉, Weight〈123;132〉 are generated. The set L(Height) is deﬁned similarly. The set L(Cholesterol) is de-
ﬁned by type of coeﬃcients Left cut with length 1-6. The coeﬃcient with the type Left cut is an interval “cut
from the left” i.e. an interval starting at minimal category. The categories of the attribute Cholesterol are the intervals
〈110;120), 〈120;130), . . . , 〈370;380), (380;∞). Thus the literals Cholesterol〈110;120), Cholesterol〈110;130), . . . , Choles-
terol〈110;170) are deﬁned. Note that we should write Cholesterol(〈110;120), 〈120;130)) instead of Cholesterol〈110;130)
since Cholesterol(〈110;120), 〈120;130)) is a literal — left cut with two categories 〈110;120) and 〈120;130). The set
L(Triglycerides) is deﬁned by type of coeﬃcients Right cut with length 1-10 that is analogous to the type left cut,
but the intervals “cut from the right” are used. The set L(Asthma) is deﬁned by type of coeﬃcients Subset with length
1-1. It means that the literals Asthma(not present), Asthma(grade I.), Asthma(grade II.), Asthma(grade III.) are deﬁned from
the four categories of the attribute Asthma.
The GUHA procedures of the LISp-Miner system were many times used to analyze real data; see e.g. [3,60,96–100,102,
103]. The system LISp-Miner is also used in teaching KDD at several universities. Let us note that in the recent applications
the procedure SD4ft-Miner proved to be very useful. We give a short example of its applications in the medical data
STULONG.3
The example concerns the task “What are the differences between the groups of normal and of risk patients what concerns
relation of Boolean characteristics of patient’s examination and of patient’s blood pressure. The alcohol consumption can be considered
as an additional condition.” One way to solve this task is to search for all SD4ft-patterns normal  risk :ϕ ⇒SD30,30,0.4 ψ/γ such
that ϕ ∈ Bpatient, ψ ∈ Bblood and γ ∈ Balcohol. Here Bpatient, Bblood and Balcohol are suitably deﬁned sets of Boolean attributes,
the set Bpatient can be deﬁned according to Fig. 3.
The SD4ft quantiﬁer ⇒SD30,30,0.4 is deﬁned by the condition a 30∧a′  30∧ | aa+b − a
′
a′+b′ | 0.4. Informally speaking, the
core of this condition is that the conﬁdence of the association rule ϕ ⇒∗ ψ on the set of normal patients differs from the
conﬁdence of the same rule on the set of risk patients, we however consider only the patients satisfying γ .
We solve the task in the data matrix STULONG concerning about 1417 patients. More than 12 ∗ 106 SD4ft patterns were
generated and veriﬁed in about 6 minutes at PC with 1.58 GHz and 512 MB RAM. There are 20 output SD4ft-patterns. The
strongest one (i.e., the pattern with the highest difference of conﬁdences aa+b − a
′
a′+b′ ) is the pattern
normal  risk :Patient ⇒SD31,31,0.45 Blood/Vine (not).
It is Patient = Weight〈71,80〉 ∧ Height〈168,177〉 and Blood = Diastolic〈60,90) ∧ Systolic〈110,140). The corresponding 4ft-
tables are in Fig. 4. Note that the conﬁdence of the rule Patient ⇒∗ Blood is 0.94 for normal patients not drinking vine and
0.49 for risk patients not drinking vine i.e. the difference of conﬁdences is 0.45. This difference of conﬁdences is very high
and points to difference between normal and risk patients that is interesting from the medical point of view.
3 The study (STULONG) was carried out at the 2nd Department of Medicine, of the 1st Faculty of Medicine of Charles University and the Charles University
Hospital, U nemocnice 2, Prague 2 (Head. Prof. M. Aschermann, MD, SDr, FESC), under the supervision of Prof. F. Boudík, MD, ScD, with the collaboration
of M. Tomecˇková, MD, PhD and Ass. Prof. J. Bultas, MD, PhD. The data were transferred to electronic form by the European Centre of Medical Informatics,
Statistics and Epidemiology of Charles University and the Academy of Sciences (Head. Prof. RNDr. J. Zvárová, DrSc). The data resource is available on the
website http://euromise.vse.cz/challenge2004.
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The idea to apply GUHA method to data stored in databases were formulated in the late 1970’s [71,72,74,76]. The
development of this idea led both to additional study of observational calculi and to deﬁnition and investigation of many
sorted observational calculi as a generalization of observational calculi deﬁned in [20]. The results are in the dissertation
[75]. The development of the LISp-Miner system led also to additional study of observational calculi deﬁned in [20]. The
results of additional study of observational calculi deﬁned in [20] can be summarized as follows:
– New classes of 4ft-quantiﬁers additional to the classes studied in [20] were deﬁned and studied. Examples of new
classes are double implicational quantiﬁers, Σ-double implicational quantiﬁers, Σ-equivalence quantiﬁers and 4ft-quantiﬁers
with F-property, see [75,80,90,92,95].
– Logical calculi formulas of which correspond to association rules ϕ ≈ ψ mined by the procedure 4ft-Miner were de-
ﬁned and studied [90]. The association rules A(a1,a3) ∧ B(b4,b6,b9) ⇒p C(c9) ∨ (D(d2,d8) ∧ E(e1)) and A(a1,a3) ∧
B(b4,b6,b9) ∼+p,t C(c3) ∨ D(d1,d9) are examples of such formulas.
– Main results on calculi of association rules concern deduction rules of the form
ϕ ≈ ψ
ϕ′ ≈ ψ ′
where ϕ ≈ ψ and ϕ′ ≈ ψ ′ are association rules. It is shown that this deduction rule is correct if and only if several
propositional formulas derived in a simple way from the rules ϕ ≈ ψ and ϕ′ ≈ ψ ′ are tautologies [77,78,90]. The form
of these propositional formulas depend on the class of association rule in question. Transparent deduction rules of the
form ϕ≈ψϕ′≈ψ ′ are deﬁned and studied in the diploma thesis [6].
– Additional theoretical results concern dealing with missing information [20]. It is shown that some of the classes of
association rules are closely related to reasonable ways how to deal with missing information [75,79,92]. An interesting
result is related to the class of association rules with F-property that goes back to 1975 [69].
– Veriﬁcation of association rules corresponding to statistical hypothesis tests often requires computation of a very com-
plex expression (e.g. in the case of the Fisher’s test). Tables of critical frequencies were introduced as a tool for avoiding
such complex computation [20,75,92]. Deﬁnition and properties of tables of critical frequencies are related to the classes
of association rules. There are various theoretical results related to the tables of critical frequencies [75,80,95], see also
the following item.
– Tharp’s theorem proved in [20] can be used as a criterion of deﬁnability of association rules in classical predicate
calculus. An alternative and relatively very simple criterion of classical deﬁnability of association rules is proved in [75],
see also [91]. This criterion can be even more simpliﬁed for implicational rules using very simple properties of tables
of critical frequencies for implicational quantiﬁers [75,89].
– There are also ﬁrst results on logic of SD4ft-patterns. Calculi of SD4ft-patterns are deﬁned and studied in diploma
thesis [54]. The way of deﬁnition and study of SD4ft-patterns is based on the approach used in [90]. Results concern
classes of SD4ft-patterns, deduction rules and dealing with missing information.
2.3. GUHA and multi-relational data mining
Multi-relational data mining is a discipline of data mining dealing with relational databases consisting of two or more
tables. The goal is to analyze these database directly without transforming them into a single table [12]. Some experience
with analysis of automobile reliability data stored in a database inspired considerations about application of GUHA method
in databases [71,72]. Both the transformation of analyzed data into a single data matrix and development of a GUHA
procedure dealing directly with several related tables were considered.
The multi-relational GUHA procedures CdASSOC and CdIMPL producing patterns that can be called multi-relational
association rules were suggested in [75], see also [76,86]. It was supposed to use appropriate modiﬁcation of bit-string
approach [70,97]. One of early versions of the 4ft-Miner procedure did experimentally mine for multi-relational association
rules. A new system Rel-Miner mining for GUHA — style multi-relational association rules is under development [51]. It uses
a bit-string approach according to [75]. An experimental multi-relational versions of the enhanced procedures 4ft-Miner and
SD4ft-Miner were implemented in the Ferda system [53] as a diploma thesis [56].
Many sorted observational calculi (MSOC for short) were deﬁned and studied in connection with multi-relational GUHA
method. A special case of MSOC are Codasyl observational predicate calculi. Formulas of these calculi concern data stored
in databases with CODASYL database model [9]. These calculi are described in dissertation [75], see also [76]. Interesting
results concerning decidability of monadic Codasyl observational predicate calculi were achieved in [75]. An overview of
these results is in [93]. New considerations on MSOC are also published in [93]. They are inspired by the GUHA procedures
implemented in the LISp-Miner system and by the calculi of association rules deﬁned in [90].
2.4. Research projects related to LISp-Miner
Both published experiments [3,60,96–100] and additional experience show that the possibilities of applications of the
GUHA procedures implemented in the LISp-Miner are not fully exploited. There are several related open problems.
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and veriﬁed. It is e.g. not clear what type of coeﬃcients to use (there are seven types — subsets, intervals, etc.), and how to
deﬁne partial cedents (minimal and maximal length, etc.). Problem is also in the fact that particular partial cedents can be
used in various analytical procedures. Thus it is necessary to maintain a set of deﬁnitions of partial cedents related to the
given area of application. There is also problem with the choice of suitable procedure and quantiﬁer — there are 6 procedures
and dozens of quantiﬁers.
Particular procedures of the LISp-Miner system can be combined in various ways when solving a given data mining
task. The next step in application depends both on the goal of analysis and on results of previous runs of procedures. Big
challenge is automatized chaining of particular procedures of LISp-Miner to solve given problem. Let us remark that the
project GUHA80 (never realized) was related to a similar goal [24]. As a result, one of current research activities is building
an open system called EverMiner [98] of tools to facilitate solving real problems using all procedures implemented in the
LISp-Miner system. The EverMiner system will consist of typical tasks, scenarios, repositories of partial cedents, etc.
The eﬃcient applications of particular GUHA procedures require however also background knowledge related to area of
applications. There are several approaches to do it. One of them is based on using ontologies in applications of the 4ft-Miner
procedure [106]. An other approach is based on storing relevant background knowledge in the special part of the LISp-Miner
system, this part is called LISp-Miner Knowledge Base [100]. The stored knowledge can be used both to formulate reasonable
analytical question and to solve the given analytical question [100,103].
There are 10 challenging problems in data mining research listed at the home-page of IEEE International conference on data
mining, see http://www.cs.uvm.edu/~icdm/. It is among other emphasized that results of data mining must be related to the
real world decisions they affect. One way how to meet this requirement is to arrange results of data mining into an analytical
report structured both according to the analyzed problem and to the user’s needs. The background knowledge must be
taken into consideration when preparing the resulting report. An attempt to produce such analytical reports automatically
is described in [61], these possibilities are also discussed in [76,77]. An idea of indexing such reports by logical formulas
corresponding to patterns resulting from data mining is outlined in [77], see also [57,59].
Such analytical reports are natural candidates for Semantic Web [58]. Thus the research project called SEWEBAR was
launched [96,100,101]. Its vision is to automatically produce analytical reports from data mining and to share them on
the Semantic Web. An important part of the SEWEBAR project is the effort to present results of data mining in natural
language. There is an experimental system AR2NL the goal of which is automated conversion of association rules produced
by the procedure 4ft-Miner into sentences of natural language. There are experimental results for Czech, English and Finnish
languages [105].
All the mentioned systems and projects i.e. EverMiner, LISp-Miner Knowledge Base, SEWEBAR, AR2NL are closely related
each other as well as to the additional research of observational calculi.
3. Fuzzy hypotheses testing for GUHA
In the period 1995–2004, an important direction of theoretical research connected to the method GUHA was the gener-
alization of hypotheses tests used in many generalized quantiﬁers to fuzzy hypotheses testing [43–50]. To understand that
connection, it is necessary to recall that an overwhelming majority of generalized quantiﬁers used in the GUHA method have
a statistical motivation. GUHA adopts the statistical point of view of data concerning a set of objects as a random sample
from some probability distribution. Then also the evaluations ‖ϕ‖,‖ψ‖, . . . of Boolean predicates ϕ,ψ, . . . on those objects
are a random sample, but this time a random sample from a probability distribution on {0,1}m , where m denotes the arity
of the quantiﬁer (typically, binary quantiﬁers are considered, thus m = 2). The truth functions of generalized quantiﬁers
are then deﬁned in such a way that they correspond to the application of some statistical method to such random sam-
ples (cf. the examples below). In particular, their deﬁnitions correspond to two key types of statistical methods: parameter
estimation and hypotheses testing.
1. In the case of generalized quantiﬁers based on parameter estimation, the truth function states that some estimator of some
parameter of the probability distribution of the random sample ‖ϕ‖,‖ψ‖, . . . fulﬁlls some prescribed condition. Actually,
only estimators based on the four-fold table of that random sample are used in GUHA. For binary quantiﬁers, this is the
table
ψ ¬ψ ∑
ϕ a b r
¬ϕ c d s∑
k l n
. (1)
Consequently, the truth function simpliﬁes to a function on quadruples (a,b, c,d) of non-negative integers, and Tf(a,b, c,d) ∈
{0,1}. Moreover, the sentence (Q x)(ϕ(x),ψ(x)), for simplicity written ϕQ ψ , is usually required to have at least a prescribed
minimal support in data, i.e., a A, respectively an  S for some constant A, respectively S .
The best known quantiﬁer of that kind is the founded implication ⇒θ , for which the conditional probability P (‖ψ‖ = 1 |
‖ϕ‖ = 1) that a predicate ψ is true conditioned on a predicate ϕ being true for the same object is estimated using the
unbiased estimator aa+b , and the prescribed condition is reaching at least a given value θ ∈ (0,1〉. Hence, the deﬁnition of
the truth function Tf⇒θ including a requirement for minimal support in data is
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{
1 if aa+b  θ & a A,
0 else.
(2)
2. In the case of generalized quantiﬁers based on hypotheses testing, the truth function corresponds to the result of some sta-
tistical test of some null hypothesis H0 concerning the probability distribution of the random sample ‖ϕ‖,‖ψ‖, . . . against
some alternative H1. Similarly to quantiﬁers based on parameter estimation, only hypotheses concerning the four-fold table
of that random sample are tested (for example, the hypothesis that the probability distributions of the columns and the
rows of the table are independent). If t denotes the test statistic of a test and Cα ∈ (0,1) deﬁnes its critical region on a sig-
niﬁcance level α ∈ (0,1), and if Q is a binary quantiﬁer with the table (1), its truth function TfQ including the requirement
a A has to be deﬁned in one of the following ways:
TfQ (a,b, c,d) =
{
1 if t ∈ Cα & a A,
0 else; (3)
TfQ (a,b, c,d) =
{
1 if t /∈ Cα & a A,
0 else.
(4)
An advantage of the deﬁnition (3) compared to the deﬁnition (4) is that the validity of the sentence ϕQ ψ coincides with
rejecting the H0 in favor of H1. Consequently, ϕQ ψ can be interpreted as “H1 holds with probability at least 1 − α.”
Therefore, most of the GUHA quantiﬁers based on hypothesis testing are deﬁned in accordance with (3).
Most frequently used among the generalized quantiﬁers of this kind are the quantiﬁers lower critical implication, some-
times also called likely implication, ⇒!θ,α , Fisher ⇒Fα , and χ2 ⇒χ
2
α (the index α always denotes the signiﬁcance level of
the corresponding test). The quantiﬁer ⇒!θ,α , in which θ ∈ ( 12 ,1) is a given constant, is deﬁned in accordance with (3) for
testing the hypothesis H0: P (‖ψ‖ = 1 | ‖ϕ‖ = 1) ∈ 〈0, θ〉 against the alternative H1: P (‖ψ‖ = 1 | ϕ‖ = 1) ∈ (θ,1〉 by means






θ i(1 − θ)a+b−i and the critical region Cα = 〈0,α〉, which
leads to the truth function








θ i(1− θ)a+b−i  α & a A,
0 else.
(5)
For which ϕ and ψ the sentence ϕ ⇒!θ,α ψ is valid, depends according to (5) on the choice of the constant θ > 12
(e.g., θ = 0.8, θ = 0.9). However, data mining is typically performed in situations when there is only very little knowledge
available about the probability distribution governing the data, thus no clue for the choice of the constant θ in (5). Therefore,
using the lower critical implication (as well as several other GUHA quantiﬁers) entails a large amount of subjectivity. An
effort to decrease this subjectivity motivated the research reported in this section. The basic idea of that research is to
replace hypotheses described with traditional, crisp sets by hypotheses described with fuzzy sets (therefore called fuzzy
hypotheses). In the particular case of the lower critical implication, the interval (θ,1〉, θ > 12 for the conditional probability
P (‖ψ‖ = 1| | ϕ‖ = 1) in H1 is replaced by a fuzzy set with the intended meaning “high probability.” The complementary
interval 〈0, θ〉 for P (‖ψ‖ = 1 | ‖ϕ‖ = 1) in H0 is then replaced with a fuzzy set with the intended meaning “probability
that is not high.” Consequently, the sentence ϕ ⇒!θ,α ψ can be due to (3) interpreted “with probability at least 1 − α the
conditional probability P (‖ψ‖ = 1 | ‖ϕ‖ = 1) is high.” The publications [48–50] replace even the signiﬁcance level α by
a fuzzy set. If that fuzzy set has the intended meaning “high signiﬁcance level,” the sentence ϕ ⇒!θ,α ψ can be ﬁnally
interpreted “at a high signiﬁcance level, the conditional probability P (‖ψ‖ = 1 | ‖ϕ‖ = 1) is high.”
It is worth noticing that the intended meaning of a fuzzy set does not uniquely determine its deﬁnition — cf. different
deﬁnitions of fuzzy sets with the intended meaning “high probability” in Fig. 5. Hence, even fuzzy hypotheses do not remove
all subjectivity from GUHA quantiﬁers. Compared to hypotheses described with fuzzy sets, this subjectivity is nevertheless
restricted, in the following respects:
(a) The deﬁnition of a fuzzy set must not allow an interpretation that would contradict the intended meaning.
(b) All fuzzy sets with the same intended meaning usually have to fulﬁll certain requirements. For example, for the fuzzy
sets μ1 on (0,1) with the intended meaning “high probability,” the following requirements have been proposed in
[44,45,47]:
(i) μ is non-decreasing,
(ii) limp→0+ μ1(p) = 0,
(iii) limp→1− μ1(p) = 1.
The research reported in this section can be divided in two distinct phases in which fuzzy hypotheses testing was studied
in different formal frameworks:
– In the early phase, documented with the publications [43–47], this was the framework of fuzzy set theory. In that
framework, the result of testing a fuzzy hypothesis H0 is viewed as a fuzzy set on the pair of possibilities {“H0 is
rejected,” “H0 is not rejected”}. The membership grades of those possibilities are in the case of binary quantiﬁers the
values of two functions that generalize the truth functions (3)–(4).
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– In the more recent phase, documented with the publications [48–50], fuzzy hypotheses testing was studied in the
framework of fuzzy logic, in which the result of testing H0 is viewed as an evaluation of the sentence RFL∀ that states
the rejection of H0 in an appropriate fuzzy predicate logic. This sentence is evaluated in a model that comprises crisp
sets evaluating predicates of traditional observational logic on data, together with fuzzy sets evaluating fuzzy hypotheses
H0 and H1, and a fuzzy signiﬁcance level.
In connection with these two different frameworks, it is worth recalling that fuzzy logic as a formal logic system is
very young — it has been fully developed only in the monographs [30] and [14]. Before, the term “fuzzy logic” was (and
even nowadays still frequently is) actually used for fuzzy set theory. To distinguish both meanings of that term, fuzzy set
theory is sometimes called fuzzy logic in broader sense, whereas the formal logic system is called fuzzy logic in narrow sense
(cf. [63]). The monographs [14,30] appeared only after the early phase of the research reported in this section. Therefore,
fuzzy hypotheses testing was approached from the point of view of fuzzy logic in broader sense in that phase, as well as
all preceding literature about that topic (e.g., [15,104,110]), and also as in the more recent publications [4,5,62,109]. On the
other hand, the publications [48–50] have been strongly inﬂuenced by the monograph [30], and they are the ﬁrst attempt
to approach the topic of fuzzy hypotheses testing from the point of view of fuzzy logic in narrow sense.
Main results of the early phase can be summarized as follows:
(i) Generalization of the truth functions (3)–(4) to two [0,1]-valued functions: accepting fuzzy associated function and re-
jecting fuzzy associated function.
(ii) A proof that the accepting fuzzy associated function of the quantiﬁer ⇒!θ,α and the rejecting fuzzy associated function
of ⇒?θ,α are constant and equal 1, and a derivation of equations allowing to compute the remaining kinds of fuzzy




(a,b, c,d) = 1− lim
p→p(a,α)+
μ0(p), (6)







pi( j,α)(1− p( j,α))r−i = α. (7)
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(iv) Generalization of the power function of a test, i.e., of the function that assigns to values of parameters of the probability
distribution of the test statistic corresponding probabilities of rejecting the null hypothesis. The power function has
been generalized with two concepts: a fuzzy power function, the values of which are fuzzy sets on 〈0,1〉 (i.e., on the
possible values of probabilities of rejecting the null hypothesis), and a minimal power function on a level δ ∈ 〈0,1〉, the
values of which are inﬁma of the δ-cuts of the values of the fuzzy power function.
(v) Derivation of several properties of minimal power functions that hold for all fuzzy-implicational quantiﬁers, i.e., for all
quantiﬁers ⇒ that fulﬁll
a′  a & b′  b ⇒ Fafaccept⇒ (a′,b′, c′,d′) Fafaccept⇒ (a,b, c,d) & Faf reject⇒ (a′,b′, c′,d′) Faf reject⇒ (a,b, c,d). (8)
(vi) Derivation of equations allowing to compute the fuzzy power function and the minimal power function for the quan-
tiﬁers ⇒!θ,α and ⇒?θ,α . In this case, the parameter of the probability distribution of the test statistic is the conditional
probability P (‖ψ‖ = 1 | ‖ϕ‖ = 1). In particular, for a value P (‖ψ‖ = 1 | ‖ϕ‖ = 1) = π ∈ 〈0,1〉 and the lower critical
implication, its fuzzy power function Fpf⇒!θ,α (π) has the membership function
ν(y) =
{









where μ0 is the membership function of H0, and the solutions p(1,α), . . . , p(r,α) of (7) are completed with p(0,α) = 0.










if δ ∈ (limp→p( j,α)+ μ0(p), limp→p( j−1,α)+ μ0(p)〉, j ∈ {1, . . . , r},
0 if δ ∈ (0, limp→p(r,α)+ μ0(p)〉.
(10)
Finally, main results of the more recent phase of the research reported in this section can be summarized as follows:
(i) Formal deﬁnition of a fuzzy predicate logic suitable for hypotheses testing, FL∀, which includes Boolean predicates
ϕ1(x), . . . , ϕk from the observational logic, fuzzy predicates H0, H1 for hypotheses and S for a signiﬁcance level, and a
generalized quantiﬁer ∇() for testing H0 against H1.
(ii) Formal deﬁnition of the representation of a statistical test of H0 against H1 by the quantiﬁer ∇() in a model of FL∀ that
includes evaluations of the predicates of the observational logic FL∀ on data, and fuzzy sets evaluating H0, H1 and S ,
as well as formal deﬁnition of the degree of rejection of H0 as the evaluation of a particular sentence, RFL∀ , of FL∀ in
that model. Since the interpretation of fuzzy predicates in any model of FL∀ are fuzzy sets, each such model is actually
a bridge between the approach to fuzzy hypotheses testing based on fuzzy logic in narrow sense, and the traditional
approach relying on the fuzzy set theory.
(iii) For the case of a crisp signiﬁcance level, the paper [50] proved the equivalence
RFL∀ ≡ (∀x)
(
(c  x & c = x) → ¬H0(x)
)
, (11)
provided the language of the logic FL∀ can be extended with a binary predicate  that is interpreted as a linear
order at the set Θ of possible values of some parameter of the probability distribution of the test statistics, and with
a constant c, that is interpreted as a particular element θc ∈ Θ such that for θ ∈ Θ , the considered test rejects H0
if and only if θ  θc . According to (11), the degree of rejection of H0 can be then obtained also as the evaluation
‖(∀x)((c  x & c = x) → ¬H0(x))‖, which is frequently computed in a similar way as in the traditional, fuzzy-set based
approach. In particular for the lower critical implication, Θ = (0,1), θc = p(a,α) , with a > 0 from the contingency table
(1) and p(1,α), . . . , p(r,α) deﬁned in (7), the evaluation ‖(∀x)((c  x & c = x) → ¬H0(x))‖ yields∥∥(∀x)((c  x & c = x) → ¬H0(x))∥∥= inf
p∈(p(a,α),1)
μ0(p), (12)
where μ0 is the membership function of the fuzzy set interpreting H0, and  is the precoplement (interpreting nega-
tion). For example, if FL∀ extends the Łukasiewicz logic (hence, x = 1 − x), H0 = ¬H1, and the fuzzy set evaluating
H1 has a non-decreasing membership function μ1 (cf. the requirement (i) from p. 42), (12) turns to∥∥(∀x)((c  x & c = x) → ¬H0(x))∥∥= 1− lim
p→p(a,α)+
μ0(p), (13)
i.e., to the result (6) obtained by means of the approach relying on fuzzy sets.
(iv) Simpliﬁcation of the equivalence (11) for a crisp signiﬁcance level to
RFL∀ ≡ ¬H0(c), (14)
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if the predicate  fulﬁlls the axiom H0(x) ≡ (∃y) x  y & x = y & H0(y), that corresponds to the requirement that
the membership function of the fuzzy set evaluating H0 is non-decreasing right-continuous (Theorem 3.8(b)). The
evaluation ‖¬H0(c)‖ for the lower critical implication yields∥∥¬H0(c)∥∥= μ0(p(a,α)), (15)
in particular for Łukasiewicz logic and H0 = ¬H1,∥∥¬H0(c)∥∥= 1− μ0(p(a,α)). (16)






(∇(c, z)x)(D1(x), . . . , Dk(x)))] (17)
from a speciﬁc additional assumption Ac , which depends on the above mentioned constant c extending FL∀. Even this
equivalence can be used to obtain the degree of rejection of H0 in an alternative way, as the evaluation ‖H0(c) →
(∃z)(S(z) & (∇(c, z)x)(D1(x), . . . , Dk(x)))‖. In particular for the lower critical implication, Łukasiewicz logic and the
signiﬁcance level interpreted with a fuzzy set that has the membership function σ1(α) = 1− α,∥∥H0(c) → (∃z)(S(z) & (∇(c, z)x)(D1(x), . . . , Dk(x)))∥∥= min
p∈(0,1) fσ1(p), (18)
where fσ1 is a function deﬁned








For example, to H0 = ¬H1 and H1 interpreted with fuzzy sets from Fig. 5, corresponds the function fσ1 in Fig. 6.
(vi) Elaboration of the result (v) for the quantiﬁer ⇒!θ,α , which had a key role in the publications of the early phase, in com-
bination with all three fundamental fuzzy logics (Łukasiewicz, product and Gödel) and two kinds of fuzzy signiﬁcance
level. Besides the signiﬁcance level interpreted by a fuzzy set that has the membership function σ1(α) = 1− α, which
in case of the Łukasiewicz logic leads to (18)–(19), the signiﬁcance level “approximately α∗” has been considered. This
is interpreted with a fuzzy set the membership function of which, e.g., for α∗ = 0.05, can be deﬁned
σ2(p) =
{20α |α ∈ (0,0.05〉,
20(0.1− α) |α ∈ 〈0.05,0.1〉,
0 |α ∈ 〈0.1,1).
(20)
For example, in case of the product logic then∥∥H0(c) → (∃z)(S(z) & (∇(c, z)x)(D1(x), . . . , Dk(x)))∥∥= min
p∈Θsupport
fσ2(p), (21)
where the function fσ2 and the set Θsupport are deﬁned
46 P. Hájek et al. / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 76 (2010) 34–48fσ2(p) =

















with a > 0 again from the contingency table (1), and p( j,α) , j = 1, . . . , r, α ∈ (0,1) deﬁned in (7).
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